
The insights behind the project

LUSA is Portugal’s News Agency and the biggest news 
agency in the Portuguese language. It publishes 
information on all the most important news in Portugal 
and the world in both text and photographic form, rapidly, 
factually and impartially, enabling all its customers to keep 
up to date with all that is happening. The Agency has more 
than 800 permanent clients, including all Portuguese 
national newspapers, radio stations and TV networks. 

Being able to have a system that would support high usage 
volumes, both in terms of users and of handled content, 
was of profound importance for LUSA. The Agency needed 
to secure reliability and speed while transmitting and 
receiving news from its numerous correspondents and to 
its many clients across the globe. In addition, they wanted 
to deal with a single, easy to use, platform for handling all 
types of multimedia while being able to provide remote 
access to this system to external users and customers. 
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About us
Newsasset LTD provides fully modular solutions easily configured to meet the varying 
needs on news, content & information management of different departments and job 
functions of any industry. 

Newsasset platform is an intuitive and secure cloud based environment for storing, 
managing, creating and publishing news, a common Content Hub to converge editorial 
production for Print, Digital, Radio, TV and News Agencies. In order to address the 
fake news phenomenon, newsasset platform is fully integrated with Truly Media 
solution, a collaborative tool co-developed with Deutsche Welle (DW) that helps users 
evaluate the validity of user generated content in in their effort to tackle the fake news 
phenomenon.
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What we did for the client
LUSA selected newsasset Agency Edition as its core system solution for the 
production, management, & distribution of news in order to replace 8 different 
systems, that were used for editing digital assets likes texts and photos, for managing 
subscription services and the content for LUSA’s portals.  

Within the project’s scope, we developed special tools to migrate text items and their 
metadata from the old database. Field correspondence had to be established as the 
old system was using a proprietary metadata schema. Support for IIM metadata 
schema was very helpful, since it was the basis of data migration. 

Moreover, a specialized reception module allowed the automatic categorization and 
classification of multiple news feeds, including wires, online sources and of course, 
the Agency’ s correspondents. In addition, a web app was developed to enable “on 
field” editorial teams submit their stories directly.  

Last but not least, ATC handled the design and development of the Agency’s online 
presence, supporting access to subscribed content. Within this framework, ATC also 
took over the implementation of a unified distribution module that supported both 
the “feed” of the portal with free and paid content, along with any other “back office” 
channels, like RSS, emails and FTP. 

The outcome
The Portuguese News Agency now enjoys powerful content reception and distribution 
capabilities, through automated distribution services to multiple channels. Editorial 
teams access a unified archiving system, with enhanced search filters, that leads to 
full and speedy productive exploitation of different digital and news assets. 

The Agency also managed to significantly reduce the production process steps 
and times while improving its digital appearance quality. Last but not least, they 
replaced 8 systems at a very reasonable TCO, entrusting one, end-to-end, agile, 
open architecture platform, that is fully expandable in order to keep up with any 
additional future requirement. This implementation strategy ensures a quick return 
on the investment and its long lasting duration. 

As Mr. P.Nogueira dos Santos, Technical Director of LUSA eloquently said, “newsasset 
Agency Edition is today one fundamental tool at LUSA; its implementation really improved 
the efficiency of the production and distribution workflow. The system proved to be very 
simple but simultaneously robust and integrated. It also enabled LUSA to proceed faster 
in the multimedia path, a key success factor in the media industry.”
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Challenge
• Significantly high usage 

volumes, in terms of content 
and users 

• Implement a system with 
reasonable total cost of 
ownership

Solution
Newsasset Agency edition

Benefits for Portuguese 
News Agency (LUSA)  
• Unified, robust platform to 

create, manage and distribute 
news content via multiple 
channels

• Significant reduction of the 
production process time

• Short implementation period


